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We consider noncentral Stirling numbers s:(t) = (l/k!)A%” and give a combinatorial 
interpretation. 
1. 
Stirling numbers of the second kind may be defined recursively: 
S;+l = S;_l -+ k l St 
with boundary conditions S”, =OforncOork<Oork>nandSi=l. 
In the calculus of finite differences Stirling numbers of the second kind occur as 
iterated forward differences of the polynomial xn, evaluated at x = 0. The usual 
notation is 
si 1 = k, A%? 
. 
An explicit calculation shows that 
or, by the Residue Theorem, 
Finally, using divided differences, 
S;= [0, 1,. . . , k]x”. 
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Define 
S;(t):=[t, t+l,. . . , t-tk]lc” 
1 
f 
xn =- dr: 
2jti l-&o (X - t - a) 
=i (t+a)“- fi (a-b)-’ 
o=o b=O,b#a 
1 
= kr AkP. 
. 
One easily verifies that the noncentral Stirling numbers of the second kind can 
also be derived from the recursion 
s;+l(t) = S”k-r(t) + (t + k) 9 S;(t) 
with the boundary conditions S”,(t) = 0 for tz < 0 or k < 0 and S:(t) = 1. 
Remarks. The characterization St(t) = (l/k!)Aktn shows that noncentral Stirling 
numbers of the second kind occur quite naturally. They have been studied 
extensively by Carlitz [2] and Koutras [8] where these numbers are denoted 
R(n, k, t) and S+(n, k), respectively. 
Somewhat more generally Bach [ 11, Comtet [3] and Voigt [ 121 consider 
numbers Sz(ao, . . . , ak) := [a(), . . . , akbna alternatively, these numbers can be 
defined by the recursion 
s;+‘(ao, . . . , ak) = sf_l(ao, . . l , akel) + ak ’ %(aO, . . l 9 ak) 
with the obvious boundary conditions. For nonnegative integers ai [12] gives a 
combinatorial interpretation for S”,(U-~, . . . , aa). For t 2 0 a combinatorial inter- 
pretation of S:(t) has been also given in [2] and [8]: 
For t 2 0 the noncentral Stirling numbers SE(t) count the number of 
relations on (0, . . . ,t-1,t ,..., t+n- 1) into precisely t + k mu- 
tually disjoint and nonempty equivalence classes uch that the elements 0, . . . , t - 
1 belong to mutually distinct classes. 
main purpose of this paper is to give a combinatorial interpretation of the 
Section 2 we give a retation of the numbers S;(t) for t 2 0. 
tions concerning the case t G 0. 
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t A be a finite set., say, IA1 = t an A f7 {A,, Al,. . .) = I( ) $ we 
enote the set of mappings f : (0, . . . , n - 1) *A U {A,, . . . , &} satisfying 
(1) p-‘(A+) #0 for i c k and 
(2) minf-‘(AJ C IlliIlf-‘(Aj) for i C j C k. 
Such mappings are called k-parameter words of length n over alphabet A, 
representing k-parameter subsets of A”. Parameter sets have been introduce 
studied by Graham and Rothschild [S]. Compare [6], [4] or [IO]. Using 
definitions we have the following combinatorial interpretation of the numbers 
S:(t) for t 3 0: 
. l[A](E)l = St(t), where IAl = t. 
This shows that for t 3 0 the numbers S;(t) count k-parameter words of length 
n over a t-element alphabet. 
f. The assertion is certainly true for k = 0, with respect to k + 1 it follows 
inductively from the recursions S g=:(t) = S;(t) + (k + 1 + t) l S;+,(t), resp., 
Observe that for A = 8 parameter words f E [0](E) are simply surjections 
f:{O ,..., n-l}+{&) ,..., &+} satisfying minf-‘(A+) < minf-‘&) for i <: 
i < k. They represent equivalent relations on (0, . . . , n - 1) with precisely k 
equivalence classes, yielding the well-known interpretation of the Stirling 
numbers of the second kind. 
For A = (0, l}, so IAl = t = 2, parameter words f E [{0, l}](z) represent 
P(k)-sublattices in 9(n), where 9(k) is the Boolean lattice of subsets of a 
k-element set. 
Consider next the noncentral 
elw = sxo. 
Generalizing the wellknown ex nential generati ers 
one obtains 
ver, eat 
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Bellnumbers, i.e. 
B,(t) = i (-l)‘-j l ai l &+i 
i=l 
for certain ai 3 0, where B, = Bn(0) counts the number of equivalence relations 
of an n-element set. E.g. 
B,(l) = &+I 
(2) = B,+2 - &+I 
B,(3) = B,,+3 -- 3 l 
B&O = &+4 -6-Bn+3+11.Bn+2-6.B,,+l 
In fact, Thumser [ 111 showed that 
B,(k)= 2 Sf l Bm+i, 
i-_ 1 
where the si are the Stir!ing numbers of the first kind. 
o observations a 
In this section t denotes a nonposirive integer. The following three tables show 
some values of S:(t) for t = - 1, -2, -3. 
k 
\ n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 1 0 
1 -1 1 0 
2 1 -1 1 0 
3 -1 1 0 1 0 
4 1 -1 1 2 1 0 
5 -1 1 0 5 5 1 0 
6 1 -1 1 10 20 9 1 0 
7 -1 1 0 21 70 56 14 1 0 
8 1 -1 1 42 231 294 126 20 1 0 
9 -1 1 0 85 735 1407 924 246 27 1 0 
10 1 -1 1 170 2290 6 363 6027 2400 435 35 1 I= -1 
k 
\ n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 1 0 
1 -2 1 
2 +4 -3 
3 -8 7 
4 +16 -15 
5 -32 31 
6 +64 -63 
7 -128 127 
8 +256 -255 
9 -512 511 













-2 1 0 
5 01 0 
-10 5 3 1 0 
21 0 14 7 1 0 
-42 21 42 42 12 1 0 
85 0 147 210 102 18 1 0 
-170 85 441 987 720 210 25 I I= -2 
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k 








7 -2 187 
8 6 561 
9 -19683 














-6 1 0 
25 -6 1 0 
-90 25 -5 1 0 
301 -90 20 -3 1 0 
-966 301 -70 64 0 1 u 
3025 -966 231 -42 14 4 1 0 
-3330 3025 -735 147 0 30 9 1 0 
28501 -9330 2290 -441 147 120 75 15 1 t=-3 
One easily observes that each row eventually contains nonnegative entries only. 
Moreover, 
Sg+‘(-t) =0 and S$$f(-t - 1) = S$‘!!t(-t). 
This is true in general: 
a lo §z+'(-t) = 0. 
of. Recall that Sg”(-t) = Ciz_la*+l . nL=_z,bPo (a - b)-l, i.e. 
Sg+l(-t) = 2 a&+l l (a -I b)-” 
0=--I b= -t,bfo 
















a=1 b= -t,b#a 
ewe it 
gy..(--t - 1) = Sgy,‘(-t - 1) d- (t + 1) l Sg:;(-t - 1) 
= 1 (-t - 99 
s~$y--t - 31) = Sgyy(-t)* 
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But 
t 
(a - b)-’ 
a=-t-l b= -t-l,b#a 
t+l t+l 
= C (-a)%+1 n -(a -b)-’ 
a=-t b= -t,b#a 
words of length n 
inatorid retation of s:(f) for t co 
Recall that for t 2 0 the numbers S:(t) count k-parameter 
over t-element alphabet. Analogously, also for t s 0 the numbers S:(t) count 
certain words of length it. However, as the tables already indicate, such an 
interpretation only makes sense for 2t s k s II. 
= Sg!$(-t). [I1 
we denote a typical word of length 2. li over alphabet {Ai, . . . , A,}. By abuse of 
language we denote by this symbol the set of all such words, 
ILJi+l ’ l g As 
2*1i = l’*g*’ 
(n A2i)‘.“. 
i(t) is the set of all words of length 2t i n over alphabet 
_-1) which can be written as 
($$-~I)(&~~3)~. e(a~a~a~;~g~~+l). l = 
. . . 
( L -2 
at_lat~~ l au-2a 
2 l &-1 > 2-l 9 
where the li’S are nonnegative integers uch that 2 l (lo + l + . + Et_,) = II. A word 
in &(t) which is characterized by (lo, . . . , lt_l) is the concatenation of words ai, 
where Iri is of length 2(fi + I), it starts with au, then comes a sequence of length 
21, of symbols in { lli, &+I, . . . , A,} and it finishes with a2i+l. 
0, by definition, F”(t) = 8 and 
q2’(V,-V,-1) 
ove is, sets 
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For nonnegative integers t, k and m we denote by [t, k, m] the set of 
words f :;O, . . . , m - l)-, {A,, At+*, . . . 9 Aa, A2r+l, l . l , A2r+k-1} satisfying 
(1) f -'(A2+J #ld for all 1 < i <k and 
(2) min f -‘(Aa+J < min f -'(&+j) for all 1 C i Ci < k. 
By abuse of language, [tB k, m] also denotes a typical element of [t, k, m]. 
Remark. Observe the formal analogy between parameter words f E [A](k’!! 1) for 
a (t + 1).element alphabet A and words f E [t, k, m]. In particular, 
I[t, k9 ml1 = lL&"l 1) j = n--l0 + 1). 
Deflnltion, For k >O let A;(t) be the set of all words of length 2t + it over 
alphabet {A,, Al, . . . , A2r+k_l} which can be written as 
A 
A,_,n, l ’ l aa- . . . 
a-2 
x-4 
A2r_-1 &[t, k,n - l-2.(1,+ l l .+&-I)], (**) 
where the ii’s are nonnegative integers uch that 2 l (lo + l l l + l,+) < n. 
Let us summarize a few basic observations about these sets 
Lemma 3. Let t and k s n be nonnegatiwe integers. Then 
(a) I*+‘(t)1 = 0, 
(b) W~::(t)l = L&(Ol + (t + k + 1) 9 W;+,(t)l, 
(4 I#xt + VI = IJac~“(~~l9 
t 
(a IJuaol = a2%% - -I) 9 Osu~=su,~~~*su,=n a=1 
(e) IJc+1Wl= 
(a) is obvious from 
sarily fn = Ak and f is determined 
cl 
A 99’99 I+’ 
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(c). Consider a typical word from A?@ + 1). viz. 
(&-&n,) l l l Aa”‘“‘;‘:I* A”62t+1, 
deleting the last entry, i.e. h21+1, yields a word in d@“(t) and, as 212 is even, this 
is a bijective correspondence. 
. Obvious from (c). 
). By definition and as I[t, k, m]l = Sr_,(t + 1) it follows that 
Now we formulate and prove the principal result of this paper: 
eo e S$Z(--t) = IJe(OI, f 01 nonnegative integers t and k G n. 
This shows that for k = 0 S$$j(t) counts the number of words of length 2t + n 
over alphabet (&, . . . , A U+k-l} of shape (*) if k = 0 and for k > 0 those of shape 
( ) ** . 
. A similar description for t = 1 occurs in [ 121. 
We proceed by induction on t. For t = 0 one easily observes that 
l(i) and nothing is to show. So assume that S$Iz(-t) = I&(t)l for all k 
first show that S$~~{‘“(-t - 1) = I&(t + 1)l for all nonnegative integers n. 
y Lemma 1, resp., Lemma a(a) this is obvious for odd n. by induction it folEows 
that Id~'"(t)l = IS$$” (-t)l. Hence, together with Lemma 2 and Lemma 3(c) 
we obtain 
= IS g::n+y -t)l 
= s;gq+“(-t - 1). 
Obviously S$:~~j~fi(-t - 1) = 1 = I&(t + 1)l. ence we may use the recursions of 
mma 3(b) and the corresponding recursions for SF! - 8 - 1) IG order to 
complete the proof. q 
e following corollary (cf. 
2r+n 
2t+k - = ( 0 
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